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Abstract
The key to competing in the luxury market is adopting a "differentiation strategy." Since the
luxury fashion segment is saturated, standing out from the crowd of other luxury retailers can be
the key to organizational survival. In this work, I compare and contrast the strategies and
qualitative and quantitative performance of Capri Holdings Limited with those of the Ralph
Lauren Corp. The strategy to performance evaluation is based on a 5-point Likert Scale and
includes more than 40 points of assessment. At the opposite ends of the scale, 1 represented very
poor performance and 5 represented that which was very good. Data was collected from the
United States Securities and Exchange Commission site and from information detailed in the
firm's formal report, the 10-K. Additional performance data was collected from a combination
of the Internet, the popular press, some academic publications, financial analysts’ websites,
Yahoo! Finance, and Google Finance websites. The overriding goal of this work was to enhance
understanding of the environment in which luxury brands must compete and to gain insight as to
the alignment of strategies to performance. Performance records indicate that Capri Holding
Limited was not invincible or immune to the many challenges facing the retail industry,
particularly the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, analysis of their formal
performance records indicates their strategies were flexible and anticipatory, thereby enabling
the firm to adapt when necessary. In summary, their performance was impressive despite the
numerous environmental challenges the entire industry was forced to face.
Keywords: Differentiation strategy, Retail competition, Competitive advantage
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I. Introduction and Background
A. Research Overview
1. Capri and Competition
Brands are everywhere in today’s consumer world. They have always stood out to me.
Most of these brands and products that I noticed were things that others had, some where things
that I wanted, but I didn’t. Ever since my first purchase, I have been partial to Michael Kors, one
of Capri Holdings’ brands. There is something trendy yet timeless about their products, making
them usable for a long period of time rather than spending having to be replaced relatively soon.
Some competitors have styles that are not as timeless and are attracting customers that are
willing to purchase new items more frequently. This difference has kept Capri afloat, while
others have struggled. Capri’s brands have continued to stand out to me and for this reason, I
have selected Capri Holdings as my target company.
I chose Ralph Lauren Corporation as my benchmark because they and Capri are both
strong competitors in the clothing and accessories market. While, some competitors, like
Tapestry, who own Stuart Weitzman, Kate Spade and Coach, more closely mimic Capri’s
brands, and structure, all of which are either privately held or not financially sound. Capri and
Ralph Lauren both hold several subsidiary brands, for which they are largely known. Ralph
Lauren has a strong reputation and is doing well by industry standards. Both companies sell
clothing and accessories and are more “luxury” brands in the market. I am interested to,
throughout this research, see which company comes out on top.
2. Data Mining
The bulk of the financial information used as data for my research came from Capri and
Ralph Lauren’s Financial Statements provided via their annual reports filed with the SEC. Other
1

financial information relating to the companies’ stock was collected from third-party sources like
Yahoo Finance. The companies’ websites and other scholarly and reliable sources also provided
a lot of useful information to be used in analysis.
3. Analysis Presentation
Through the consideration of both quantitative and qualitative data, I will assess and
analyze the performance, mainly financial, of Capri Holdings and Ralph Lauren Corporations.
The quantitative data will be used for financial analysis in areas such as, profit, equity, and share
value management, debt management, cash management, and asset management. Specific
qualitative data points include strategic positioning in areas such as environmental factors, both
internal and external, and employee, customer, and vendor relationships, and organizational
citizenship. The remainder of the analysis will be focused on drawing clear conclusions
surrounding Long-Term Growth Perspective and the areas of analysis previously touched on and
whether I would choose to invest in Capri Holdings.
B. Capri Holdings Profile
1. Capri’s History
Capri Holdings Limited, “Capri”, began with the founding of the Michael Kors brand in
the 1980s and has evolved over time to meet customer and business demands. Michael David
Kors, the founder of Michael Kors, has built his brand to be adaptable. The road to the brand we
know today has not always been easy and Mr. Kors has had to shift business goals and focuses
along the way. Michael Kors was forced to file for bankruptcy in 1981 after an Italian
manufacturer stopped producing their collection (Fashion in Time, 2020, p. 9). Following this,
Mr. Kors took a bit of a back seat, to help turn the brand around, while Louis Vuitton Moet
Hennessy, LVMH, invested in the company and brought Mr. Kors on as a designer (Fashion in
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Time, 2020, p. 10). After this, in 2003, Sportswear Holdings Limited bought out LVMH,
allowing Michael Kors to build his own fashion brand (Fashion in Time, 2020, p. 11).
Concurrently, Mr. Kors began appearing on the show Project Runway to gain exposure and
rebuild a name for himself and his brand. These steps laid the foundation for the Michael Kors
brand we know today. In fact, their success has skyrocketed since the days of Project Runway,
with Michael Kors Holdings Limited going public in 2011 and Mr. Kors becoming a billionaire
by 2014 (Fashion in Time, 2020, p. 15).
In efforts to maximize depth of’ their market offerings, Michael Kors expanded, via the
acquisitions of Jimmy Choo in 2017 and Versace in late 2019, becoming Capri Holdings
Limited. Capri is a unique, three fashion house company consisting of reputable luxury brands
with their founders on board. They own brands that are leaders and icons in their industry. Capri
is based out of London and has stores and generates profit throughout much of the world. The
post-merger plans set Capri on the path to great success, with clear objectives and strategies in
mind, but the outbreak of COVID-19 left them with another obstacle to overcome.
2. Capri’s Fiscal Year End
Capri’s most recent annual report filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission is
for the Fiscal Year ended March 27, 2021. For this year, Capri reported $4,060 million in
revenue, compared to $5,551 million in the prior year. This is a decline of 26.9% in the most
recent fiscal year, though there was a Global Pandemic that disrupted the world in all aspects.
The fiscal year ended March 27, 2021’s basic earnings per share for Capri is a loss of
$0.41, compared to a loss of $1.48 in the prior year. This was an increase of nearly 72.3% from
the previous year. The closing stock price for Capri’s fiscal year was $50.18, compared to $11.67
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in the year before. In the face of a pandemic as well as normal business factors, Capri had a
strong fiscal year 2021 and is continuing to improve.
3. Capri’s Corporate Board of Directors
Capri’s Corporate Board of Directors is made up of 8 members, 5 of which are females.
The members are John D. Idol, Marilyn Crouther, Robin Freestone, Judy Gibbons, Ann
Korologos, Stephen F. Reitman, Jane Thompson, Jean Tomlin. Each of these board members has
a diverse background and is very qualified.
See Table 1 below for a brief overview of each board member (Capri Holdings Limited, 2021, p.
15).
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Table 1
Board of Directors Summary

Capri’s board is overall in pretty good shape. Five of the eight members are women. The
members provide a diverse range of backgrounds and expertise. Capri’s directors also tend not to
be on various other boards, meaning they have more time and attention to devote, on average, to
Capri. But not everything about Capri’s board is beneficial. Their average age is 63.75, which is
on the higher side. Unfortunately for Capri, it has been proven that younger boards are more
effective. But their average age has decreased with their most recent changes. Another potential
5

concern is that there is duality since John D. Idol is the Chairman of the Board and has been
since 2011. When there is duality, “the power (influence) over the board shifts to the
management” (Van Ness, 2021, p. 90). The Board of Directors is intended to be a measure of
checks and balances to ensure that the TMT is not steering the company with only their best
interests in mind. Therefore, having inside directors contradicts this. Despite some areas of
concern, Capri’s Board of Directors is crafted well to position the company for success.
4. Capri’s Executive Officers
Capri’s Top Management Team, or Executive Officers, include John D. Idol, Thomas
Edwards Jr, Krista A. McDonough, and Daniel T. Purefoy. Below, I provide a brief overview of
each TMT member (Capri Holdings Limited, 2021, p. 22):
John D. Idol (Chairman, CEO & Director) - He has been the Chairman of Capri since
September 2011 and the CEO and Director since December 2003. Mr. Idol has previously served
as Chairman and CEO and a director of Kasper ASL, and CEO and a director of Donna Karan
International Inc, in addition to other board positions.
Thomas J. Edwards Jr. (Executive Vice President, CFO & COO) – He has been with Capri
since April 2017. Mr. Edwards has previously been the CFO and Executive Vice President of
Brinker International. In addition to Brinker International, Mr. Edwards has held various
financial and operational leadership positions throughout his career.
Krista A. McDonough (Senior Vice President, General Counsel & Chief Sustainability
Officer) – She has been with Capri since August 2011. Ms. McDonough has been in various
roles in Capri’s legal department over the years, like Deputy General Counsel. Before joining
Capri, she was a corporate attorney specializing in capital markets and securities law at Paul,
Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton and Garrison LLP.
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Daniel T. Purefoy (Senior Vice President, Global Operations & Head of Diversity &
Inclusion) – He has been with Capri since October 2014. Mr. Purefoy has held various positions
throughout his time at Capri, having most recently been Division Vice President, Global
Operations Services. Prior to joining Capri, he held senior positions at both The Home Depot and
Dell, was a Management Consultant at Kurt Salmon Associates, and was a Captain in the US
Army.
C. General Environment Overview
1. Section Introduction
Capri’s general environment is complex and throughout this section will be a discussion
and examination of it. The five factors of the general environment to be discussed are: 1)
Sociocultural Factors, 2) Demographic Factors, 3) Economic Factors, 4) Technological Factors,
and 5) Political/Legal Factors. Despite being external to a firm, the general environment affects
corporate strategies. Investigating the general environment helps Top Management Teams
prepare for potential changes and effects on their company. This is related to SWOT Analysis,
which shows the importance of identifying Strengths and Weaknesses in the Internal
Environment and Opportunities and Threats in the External Environment to devise strategies for
success.
2. Sociocultural Factors
The sociocultural factors of a business environment relate to a country’s dominant
religions, the population’s desire for leisure time, attitudes towards consumerism,
environmentalism, and gender roles in society and business. There are three main categories of
sociocultural factors. They are the lifestyles, the values, and the belief systems of populations. It
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is important for a business to understand these factors of their environment, as they can impact
the perception of the company and thereby their performance.
Nearly 75% of Capri’s revenues in 2021 came from the Americas and EMEA, or Europe,
Middle East, and Africa (Capri Holdings Limited, 2021, p. 8). The remaining minority of their
revenues came from Asia and Australia. This area presents an opportunity for growth if they
focus on the sociocultural environments of Asia and Australia. The large cultural values of Asia
differ from most of Capri’s existing successful market. Their traditional values still largely
dominate this region. They value hard-work, family, and being financially conservative (Science
Daily, 2013). Despite economic growth leading to a rise in average household income and a
strong desire for success, many Asian consumers are still financially conservative and tend to
avoid “flashy” displays of wealth (Tonby et al., 2021). This stigma may be an obstacle on the
road to Capri’s success in Asia and Australia, though success is not unattainable. Capri would
just need to appeal to strong cultural values.
3. Demographic Factors
Demographic factors convey various pieces of information about a population and their
values and trends. They provide specific data about changes in a country’s population size, the
geographic distribution of people, the ethnic mix, the income distribution, the average age, and
the number of people in a family. Overall, millennials, or people between the ages of 25 and 44,
account for nearly two-thirds of the consumers in the luxury goods market. Though, there are
various demographic groups that make up luxury consumers. These groups are Strivers,
Trendsetters, Aesthetes, Only the Best, and Comfort First (Carufel, 2018).
Strivers are consumers who view luxury as a measure of success. They account for 24%
of luxury goods consumers and more than half of this group are Millennials. Strivers tend to be
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influenced by social media, family members, and TV shows and want to see that owning a
brand’s products is not attainable for everyone. They tend to still be early in their careers but are
mostly already in the middle to upper middle-class brackets, with the goal of climbing the
economic ladder. One third of Strivers identify with an ethnicity other than white and 58% of
them are men, the highest percentage of men in any category (Carufel, 2018).
Trendsetters are consumers who see luxury to stand out. They make up 16% of
consumers and are on the younger side, with nearly half of them being between the ages of 18
and 34. Trendsetters have the most ethnic mix, with 40% of them identifying with an ethnicity
other than white (Carufel, 2018). They are very heavily influenced by social media, especially
social media influencers. Trendsetters tend to be loyal to brands, so it’s important to get to them
early on.
Aesthetes are consumers who appreciate craftsmanship and the finer things and are
willing to pay the price for them. They make up 17% of luxury goods consumers and are the
category where age and income both tend to increase. Nearly 80% of Aesthetes are older than 34
and two-thirds have annual household incomes of $150,000 or greater. This group also has the
largest percentage of women, with 62% of them being women (Carufel, 2018). Aesthetes explore
brand websites and reviews and look for exemplary design and quality.
Only the Best consumers are like Aesthetes, but they are more heavily concentrated in the
older age ranges. More than 25% of Only the Best consumers are over the age of 65 and more
than 50% of them have an annual household income of $100,000 or higher (Carufel, 2018). They
view luxury as incomparable service and quality. These consumers tend to also be influenced by
online searches and reviews, as well as recommendations from friends and family.
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Comfort First consumers seek luxury items because they see it as a way of life. This
group has the highest percentage of people ages 65 and over, 42%, and the lowest millennial
presence at just 9%. This group has the least ethnic diversity as 81% of them identify as white.
More than one-third of Comfort First consumers have an annual household income of $150,000
or more, the highest percentage of any group (Carufel 2018). They are also influenced by brand
websites and online reviews. But when targeting this group, exclusivity and image are not
important, as these consumers want to see how products will ease their lives.
4. Economic Factors
Economic factors are crucial to success in any industry. A factor that creates some
uncertainty within the economic environment of Capri and other fashion brands is that the
industry tends to rise and fall with GDP. Unfortunately for Capri, this means that profits can drop
drastically when catastrophe hits. This is very much illustrated by the COVID-19 Pandemic. Its
effects were unexpected, and businesses had to adapt. Throughout 2020, the personal luxury
goods market fell by nearly 23%, reaching a low that has not been seen since the economic crisis
of 2008 % (D'Arpizio & Levato, 2020). The pandemic was a catalyst for a recession, which the
United States was officially out of in April 2020, though the effects lingered (Long, 2021).
5. Technological Factors
The Technological Factors of a company’s general environment are significant to their
success. These factors relate to a country’s acceptance of innovation, whether the culture
encourages technological progress, and the rates of innovation, patents, and inventions. This can
be tricky for global companies like Capri as some cultures embrace innovation, while others look
down on it. They have demonstrated an ability to stay modern in terms of their products but have
yet to do something revolutionary.
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Disdain towards technological advancements is not an area of concern for Capri as the
countries from which most of their revenues come embrace technology. In fact, consumers tend
to be looking for something different that makes a company or brand stand out. Capri does have
some patents, but most product manufacturers do, so that is not anything out of the ordinary.
Compared to some competitors, Capri is behind when it comes to innovation. LVMH, for
example, formed a partnership with Microsoft and a blockchain firm to develop a blockchain
system to be used for authenticating their luxury products (Stratten, 2021). For Capri to continue
to be a company with leading brands, they should explore ways to do something unique.
6. Political/Legal Factors
Political and Legal issues can get very complicated very quickly and tend to be issues
companies do not want to be dragged into. An area of potential concern from this perspective for
Capri is that they are technically a British Virgin Islands, or BVI, company. The laws and
regulations of the British Virgin Islands differ from places like the United States. In particular,
the BVI’s laws are less developed than those of the United States. The specific differences create
areas of potential conflict and legal issues with relation to shareholders. In short, there is a bit of
a gray-area when it comes to the rights and protections of shareholders. As a result, shareholders
will have difficulty when it comes to protecting their interests against management (Tip Ranks,
2022). These laws are beneficial from the company perspective, but if taken advantage of, they
can cause serious problems. If Capri, or any business, takes advantage of this and intentionally
mistreats their shareholders, they could create a stir. If they bring enough attention to a concern,
it could open the company up to the possibility of further investigation and bad publicity. Either
of these things would likely hinder the company’s sales, success, and reputation.
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D. Industry Overview
1. Section Introduction
This section will provide an overview of the luxury goods market, with specific focuses
on luxury fashion and accessories. I’ll start with a general picture of the industry and then dive
into Capri’s specific focuses. After this overview, I’ll jump into current trends, challenges, and
emerging opportunities in this industry. Lastly, I’ll touch on the current industry outlook. This is
a broad industry with many different competitors, so most of this section will be focused on the
areas of the industry most relevant to Capri.
2. Overview of Luxury Goods Market
Capri is a fashion company which operates within the Luxury, or Personal Luxury,
Goods Industry. A luxury good is a product with a demand that is directly and exponentially
related to consumer income (Suri, 2021). They are goods at the highest end of the market in
terms of quality and price. There are various categories of luxury goods within this market
including “cars, jets, drinks, fashion, cosmetics, fragrances, jewelry, and handbags” (Sabanoglu,
2022, p. 1). Capri is rooted in the larger category of Luxury Fashion, encompassing their wide
array of products including apparel, accessories, footwear, and fragrances (Statista, 2022). This
sector is highly saturated, but accounts for the bulk of sales within the Luxury Goods Market
(Statista, 2022). Companies in this industry rely on complex supply chains to produce and
deliver their products thereby involving multiple external parties in the daily course of business.
In fashion in particular, brands must stay relevant and on top of trends. They tend to rollout
collections more than once a year and consumers expect differentiation and modernity each time.
From an internal perspective, these companies look for new technological developments to
streamline their operations and maximize the reach of their products and their profits.
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3. Trends-Challenges-Opportunities
In the age of social media, trends can change in an instant. To be successful, brands must
act fast and demonstrate their understanding of trends or face the risk of irrelevancy. There are
many trends influencing luxury fashion right now. A significant example is sustainability. The
overall fashion industry currently accounts for 10% of the world’s carbon emissions and this
needs to change (World Bank Group, 2019). The pandemic has reinforced the idea that the entire
world is interconnected, and everyone’s actions have an impact on others and our planet.
Because of this, consumers are looking for brands that stand out in a good way with relation to
their treatment of the environment. Sustainability is a double-edged sword. Consumers want to
support businesses that not only treat the environment ethically, but also that publicly promote
sustainability (CEGID, 2021). About 67% of consumers value the use of sustainable materials
and 63% of them look for companies that promote sustainability (Granskog et al., 2020).
Businesses must be conscious of their waste and emissions, their packaging materials and
products, the materials they use, and their sourcing, and overall resource consumption, among
other environmental factors.
Consumers have a yearning for individualized experiences. They are increasingly valuing
personalization in their purchasing processes (CEGID, 2021). One in five consumers say that
customization impacts their luxury product purchases (Boston Consulting Group, 2021). They
want to feel a connection that draws them to return to a specific brand. As a result, it is
imperative that luxury fashion brands develop a way to understand customer preferences and
tailor their shopping experiences to them.
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4. Industry Outlook
The impacts of COVID-19 are lingering in the Luxury Goods Market, especially in the
Luxury Fashion area. As previously mentioned, the industry fell by 23% because of the
pandemic, reaching a record low (D'Arpizio & Levato, 2020). In 2020, the industry had a value
of $110.64 billion (Yahoo Finance, 2021). With an increase in e-commerce and in-person retail
re-emerging, the industry has begun to rebound and is projected to make a full recovery by 20222023. The global luxury fashion industry has an estimated current compound annual growth rate
of 5.66% and the market is expected to reach a size of $153.97 billion by 2026.
There are various areas of expected industry growth. Since the pandemic, the volume of
online luxury retail purchases has increased and is making a lasting impact. With increasing
brand loyalty among consumers, the rise in high net-worth individuals, increasing popularity
among the younger population, and increasing associations of brands by consumers, the industry
is quickly gaining momentum for growth. The rapid expansion of technology and its wide range
of applications, continues to create innumerable opportunities for industry growth and expansion.
E. Competitive Environment
1. Section Introduction
The competitive environment helps businesses to understand potential threats and
opportunities in their industry. The competitive environment consists of a company and its direct
competitors. The strategy of one competitor directly affects the actions of all other competitors.
The competitive environment consists of nine different factors that impact a firm’s performance.
These factors are customers, suppliers, unions, associations, new entrants, interest groups,
substitutes, competitors, and creditors.
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2. Customers
The luxury fashion segment has a wide range of customers and Capri is positioned to
capitalize on this. Each of Capri’s brand has a slightly different target market which allows them
to maximize their share of the market. The market overall is volatile, so specific metrics related
to customers are difficult to discern.
The Michael Kors brand represents a category of more affordable and accessible luxury
goods. Their broad spectrum of products and relatively lower price point make luxury goods
accessible to those towards the middle to lower ends of the wealth spectrum. The target customer
of Michael Kors is “the 25- to 54-year-old age group with annual incomes over $50,000” (Guru
Focus, 2015, p. 5). These tend to be people who have some disposable income and want luxury
products but can’t necessarily afford all of them.
The Jimmy Choo and Versace brands have similar customer bases. Jimmy Choo and
Versace are a higher level of luxury than Michael Kors, appealing to more exclusive consumers.
Jimmy Choo is largely focused on delivering products to those in search of high-end shoes. Their
main customer focus is currently Millennials (Halliday, 2018). Versace delivers products, largely
apparel and accessories, to upper class individuals, largely “urban upper-class individuals”
(MBA Skool, 2020, p. 3). Their target customers are called “Carpe Diems” and are “young and
active people from 18 – 30 years old” (Perch et al., 2022, p. 11).
The combination of each brand’s customer base allows Capri to capture a broad share of
the market. Michael Kors covers a wide span of the “lower level” of the luxury market. Jimmy
Choo covers a more shoe-focused section of the “higher level” of the luxury market. Versace
covers fills in the product gaps between Jimmy Choo and Michael Kors.
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3. Suppliers
Suppliers are a key aspect of Capri’s business. Capri’s suppliers are integral pieces of the
production process. Since Capri’s business is broken down by its three “Fashion Houses,”
Michael Kors, Versace, and Jimmy Choo, it has a complex system of suppliers.
For the Michael Kors business segment, the bulk of production takes place in Asia,
largely China in particular. The process is centered on third-party manufacturers who are chosen
based on a criterion of standards. These factors include “their capabilities, the availability of
production capacity, pricing, and delivery criteria” (Luis, 2019, p. 10).
For Jimmy Choo, contractors are also utilized, though only a small part of production
happens in Asia. The bulk of the products come from specialists in Italy (Luis, 2019). Utilizing
various suppliers works to Capri’s benefit in some respects, but certainly come with its risks. On
the positive side, this provides “flexibility, specialist skills, time to market and scalability as well
as diversifies risk” (Luis, 2019, p. 10). On the other hand, Capri technically has no formalized
contract with their contractors, as there is no legal documentation of a contract. This is risky
since technically any, or all, of the contractors could end their agreement with Capri at any given
moment. Capri would essentially be left high and dry, having to find new contractors, while also
facing production delays.
Versace’s system is different, they have direct control over the production process for
essentially all their products. It begins with materials being brought to a warehouse in Italy to be
examined for quality control. After this, materials go to independent manufacturers for
production, mostly in Italy, but a small percentage of production takes place in Turkey and Asia
(Luis, 2019).
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Though, the process for the three fashion houses differ slightly, overall, Capri maintains
supervision of each process. They are involved with their contractors throughout the entirety of
the production and shipping process, keeping an eye out for potential problems from the start
(Luis, 2019). This allows them to catch problems early and mitigate their effects.
4. Unions
Capri has both union and non-union employees. Capri’s business spans from
manufacturing to retail and everything in between. Given Capri’s wide scope of business and
multitude of employees in all aspects, they have quite a few labor unions involved with their
daily course of business. There is a lot of regulation and reform regarding the overall fashion
industry and its treatment of workers, particularly workers in factories. There has been criticism
of the work environments and speak of exploitation of workers in this industry, so it is only a
given that unions now exist. Given the different cultures and political climates of every country,
this can become a complex situation for global businesses like Capri.
5. Associations
There are various associations that impact Capri Holdings. One example is the World
Trade Organization, or the WTO, which “deals with the global rules of trade between nations”
(WTO, 2022, p. 2). They ensure that trades function efficiently and with ease. This organization
certainly impacts Capri since their operations and revenues are globally distributed.
6. New Entrants
The luxury fashion segment is volatile. As a result, new entrants pose a risk in terms of
lost market share as they tend to come with innovative ideas and practices. Should a new entrant
enter the market with products that grasp the attention of consumers, they could make a strong
impact. Despite their brands being leaders in the market, Capri’s overall market share is
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relatively low. They only hold about a 5% share of the luxury fashion market, so a successful
new entrant could be harmful for Capri.
The multitude of consumer information that is attainable via social media makes it easy
to learn consumers and their individual preferences. From this perspective, a new entrant could
easily be successful. On the other hand, the unique advantage of Capri and other established
luxury brands is their reputation. This reputation is largely what draws consumers in because
they want to emulate the brand’s message and mirror the brand’s image. A new entrant would
likely not have such a reputation and as a result would not have a loyal customer base. Since
luxury consumers view their products as a status symbol, it would take a lot for a new entrant to
be catastrophic for Capri.
7. Interest Groups
Interest groups are largely activists that can impact businesses by forcing them to change
their existing practices. If a company does not anticipate the actions of an interest group, it can
be catastrophic. An example of this for Capri is environmentalists. Capri has been working
towards increasing sustainability and being more environmentally conscious overall. For
example, Capri seeks to be “100% carbon neutral in its direct operations and to source 100% of
energy for its owned and operated facilities from renewable sources by 2025” (Capri Holdings,
2021, p. 14). Another example of the impacts of interest groups is Capri’s diversity and inclusion
initiatives. Capri has formed “The Capri Holdings Foundation for the Advancement of Diversity
in Fashion” and has donated $20 million to “further the foundation’s mission of supporting
diversity, inclusion and equality throughout the fashion industry” (Business Wire, 2021, p. 1).
Capri seems to be doing a good job with addressing the concerns voiced by interest groups.
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8. Substitutes
Substitutes are products or services that are suitable replacements for a given product.
These can create significant challenges for businesses. This is a huge factor for Capri, and
essentially, every brand in any fashion segment. Each competitor offers very similar products,
the main difference is design, and of course brand. For the most part, the products of each of
Capri’s competitors would be suitable alternatives to Capri’s. For this reason, brands need to
differentiate and create customer loyalty to give consumers a reason to choose their products
instead of alternatives. To mitigate this risk, Capri needs to stand out and give customers a
reason to stay.
9. Competitors
The luxury fashion market is highly saturated and therefore full of competition. This
drives each brand to differentiate and find what makes them unique. They use this to their
advantage in terms of capturing customers’ loyalty. Competition tends to motivate, thereby
fostering creativity and innovation, driving competitive advantage. Two of Capri’s competitors
are Ralph Lauren and Tapestry, Incorporated.
Capri has attempted to gain competitive advantage via diversification. In acquiring
Versace and Jimmy Choo, what was once Michael Kors expanded their product offerings. Not
only did they expand what they sold, but they also diversified in terms of price point. Capri’s
resulting wide price spectrum allows them to appeal to a wide segment of the industry’s
customer base. Not all luxury consumers have great wealth, so in being attainable for the entire
wealth spectrum, Capri stands out. Most competitors do not cover as wide a spectrum as Capri.
In terms of Ralph Lauren, Capri achieves competitive advantage via differentiation of
products. Some of the products Capri offers are not offered by Ralph Lauren, specifically in
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handbags, though there are some products, largely home related, that Ralph Lauren offers, and
Capri does not. Capri also has a broader audience. They have men’s lines and women's lines,
both of which are popular. Ralph Lauren does too, but they are more seen as a men’s brand.
With relation to Tapestry, competitive advantage is particularly crucial. Tapestry is a very
similar fashion brand holding company. The brands owned by Tapestry are Coach, Kate Spade,
and Stuart Weitzman. The brands and products are all pretty much interchangeable with Capri’s.
Coach, Tapestry’s original brand, and Michael Kors provide reliable revenue streams for their
respective holding company. Capri’s advantage comes from the acquisition of Versace. Versace
has opened Capri up to the high-end area of the luxury market, something Tapestry does not
have on its side (Hoang, 2019).
10. Creditors
Creditors are crucial parties that provide “financial capital for operations, acquisitions, or
facilities expansion” (Van Ness, 2021, p. 41). Businesses can sometimes get carried away when
it comes to borrowing from creditors and land themselves in trouble. If a company takes on too
many liabilities that they cannot repay, they are in a bad position, which is examined via the
current ratio. A current ratio that is greater than 1 is ideal because current assets outweigh current
liabilities, so they will be able to fulfill their debts to creditors. Capri’s current ratio, 0.954, is not
great but there are reasons that make it not horrible. The first being the revenue hit due to
COVID-19. Their current assets have decreased, since less cash was coming in, while their
liabilities did not go away. Another factor is that Capri acquired both Jimmy Choo and Versace
within the last 4 years, so it is expected that their debt will be slightly higher than when there
were no acquisitions. Another strong sign for Capri is that their EBIT grew by 141% last year,
which will make it easier for them to repay their debts going forward, (Simply Wall St, 2021).
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All in all, Capri has maintained a decent relationship with their creditors. Should they be able to
increase their current ratio going forward, they will be able to strengthen these relationships.
II. Performance Analysis
Throughout this section, I will explore various qualitative and quantitative factors to
assess Capri’s performance in contrast to Ralph Lauren, the benchmark. Each of these companies
seems to be doing relatively well, but I will dig deeper into each factor for analysis. For all the
analyses, I have awarded a ranking based on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being the worst and 5 being the
best. I’ll start with the quantitative elements.
A. Quantitative Analysis
1. Section Introduction
Throughout this section I will analyze the financial position of Capri, via quantitative
analysis, and compare my findings to those of Ralph Lauren. I will use the “Financial Four,” the
four main financial areas of the company as the criteria for comparison. These four distinctions
are 1) profit, equity, and share value management, 2) debt management, 3) cash management,
and 4) asset management. I will use these in conjunction with various financial ratios based on
appropriate numbers from the financial statements of my target and benchmark companies. This
will allow me to investigate Capri’s strengths and weaknesses, as well as assess their growth and
potential.
2. Profit, Equity, and Share Value Management
2.1. Introduction
Profit, Equity, and Share Value Management are directly connected to a company’s
ability to produce above average returns and establish competitive advantage. Profitability tends
to be attractive to investors, as it means a company will likely be able to generate positive returns
on their investment. Profitable companies tend to remain profitable, meaning they are a relatively
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secure investment. Capri is currently operating at a loss, though this loss is declining, and is risky
from an equity and share value perspective. I will explore this in greater detail below.
2.2. Revenue Productivity (Grade: 3.2)
Revenue productivity is a measure of how strongly a company’s revenue can produce net
income. In general, it is desirable to see an increasing rate of revenue productivity year over
year. Capri’s revenue productivity is not great, but it has improved to -0.015 in 2021 from -0.04
in 2020. In both 2020 and 2021, revenue produced a net loss rather than net income. A net loss is
not a very good thing, but Capri’s net loss decreased in size in 2021. They have made progress
and are closer to returning to having a net income. Ralph Lauren’s revenue productivity declined
significantly in 2021 and Capri is currently in a better position. In 2020, Ralph Lauren’s revenue
productivity was 0.062, which fell to -0.028 in 2021. I graded Capri’s revenue productivity as a
3.2 because although their revenues are not currently producing a net income, they are moving in
the right direction. They are also currently in a better position than the benchmark, so they are in
an okay, but not great, spot. Capri could either focus on increasing their revenues or decreasing
their expenses. Profit growth could be attainable by increasing the revenues of Jimmy Choo and
Versace, as the bulk currently comes from Michael Kors. More specifically, focus could be put
on growing the accessories offerings of the respective brands, as accessories are currently the
most profitable product area in the market.
2.3 Gross Profit to Revenue/Gross Margin (Grade: 4.0)
Gross Profit to Revenue, or Gross Margin, is a measure of a firm’s profit before
accounting for operating expenses to their revenues. This is a significant indicator of a
company’s long-term financial well-being. Once again, an increasing number is desirable.
Capri’s gross margin grew from 0.589 in 2020 to 0.64 in 2021. For Ralph Lauren, gross margin
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grew from 0.593 in 2020 to 0.65 in 2021. I graded Capri a 4.0 in this area. The first reason for
this is that their gross margin increased in the most recent fiscal year. However, the benchmark’s
gross margin also increased, and increased by a greater amount. Because of this, I said Capri was
doing well in that they were increasing their gross margin, but just not quite as well as the
benchmark. To improve gross margin, Capri would have to reduce their operating costs. A
possible way of achieving this is making efforts to lower their cost of goods sold. This is possible
via exploring the various supplier options that exist and look for a lower cost. Another way of
doing this is leveraging Capri’s relationships with existing suppliers to try to negotiate better
terms.
2.4 Return on Equity (Grade: 3.2)
Return on Equity represents the amount of profit a company generates per dollar of
investors’ equity. Capri currently has a loss on equity, though this loss began largely due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. In 2020, this loss on equity was 10.3% and has decreased to 2.9%. Ralph
Lauren had a return on equity of 14.3% in 2020 and a loss on equity of 4.7% in 2021. I gave
Capri a grade of 3.2 in this area. While a loss on equity is not beneficial, there are outside factors
that contributed heavily to this. The entire industry took a hit because of the pandemic and Capri
has shown that they are rebounding by their loss on equity decreasing. They are getting closer to
once again having a return on equity. This is especially significant when compared to Ralph
Lauren who went from having a return on equity to having a loss on equity.
2.5 Capital: Earned/Total (Grade: 3.2)
Earned to Total Capital refers to the percentage of ownership that has accumulated
because of company profits. A higher percentage is more desirable. Capri had percentages of
80.2% in 2020 and 78.9% in 2021. For Ralph Lauren, the percentages were 69.4% in 2020 and
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68.3% in 2021. I graded Capri as a 3.2 in this area. It is not ideal that Capri’s percentage
decreased in 2021, but it only decreased by about 1% which is not a huge impact. When
compared to Ralph Lauren, Capri’s baseline is about 10% higher. Since a higher percentage is
more desirable, Capri is in a better position compared to Ralph Lauren. To improve this, Capri
would have to focus on increasing profitability, potentially by expanding Jimmy Choo and
Versace into accessories or reducing cost of goods sold, like mentioned above.
2.6 Equity (Grade: 3.3)
This represents the percentage change in total equity from 2020 to 2021. It is desirable
for this to increase. Capri’s equity decreased by 0.5%. Ralph Lauren’s equity decreased by 3.3%.
I gave Capri a 3.3 in this category. It makes sense for there to be a decrease since Capri had a
slight net loss, though the net loss in 2021 was less than in 2020. While an increase is desirable,
their total equity did not decrease by much, especially compared to Ralph Lauren.
2.7 Basic EPS (Grade: 3.2)
Basic Earnings per Share is an indicator of a company’s profitability. Typically, a higher
earnings per share is desired since it means greater returns for investors. Capri currently has a net
loss per share, but like its loss on equity, it is largely due to the COVID-19 pandemic. In 2020,
Capri’s basic loss per share was $1.48. In 2021, it decreased to $0.41. Ralph Lauren also
currently has a net loss per share. In 2020, Ralph Lauren and a basic EPS of $5.07. In 2021, they
have a net loss per share of $1.65. Capri’s net loss per share is decreasing and they are on route
to return to having earnings per share. Ralph Lauren had a drastic drop from earnings per share
to a net loss per share, lower than Capri’s in either year. For these reasons, I gave Capri a 3.2.
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2.8 Share Price (Grade: 4.0)
Capri’s stock price increased from $11.67 in 2020 to $50.18 in 2021. Ralph Lauren’s
stock price increased from $67.99 in 2020 to $122.16 in 2021. I gave Capri a grade of 4.0 for
stock price. Their increase in stock price is great. The increase does not earn a 5.0 because their
stock price increased by less than Ralph Lauren’s did. Also, this jump in stock price is not
entirely attributable to the company’s actions. Industry stock prices tanked at the outbreak of the
COVID-19 Pandemic, just before Capri’s 2020 fiscal year end. As time has gone on, the industry
began recovering and stock prices naturally have started going back up.
2.9 Diluted EPS/Basic EPS (Grade: 5.0)
Diluted EPS/Basic EPS is often used as another measure of investment risk. A larger
number is more desirable here, as it suggests less risk. These percentages are strong for both
Capri and Ralph Lauren. Capri had a 100% Diluted EPS/Basic EPS for both 2020 and 2021.
Ralph Lauren had a 98.2% Diluted EPS/Basic EPS in 2020 and a 100% Diluted EPS/Basic EPS
in 2021. This means that there is a relatively low level of investment risk from this perspective. I
graded Capri as 5.0 in this area given that they have had the maximum percentage in each of
their 2 most recent fiscal years. There is no improvement in this area and maintaining it would be
beneficial.
2.10 Price-Earnings Ratio (Grade: 1.5)
Price-Earnings Ratios can be interpreted in different ways. On one hand, a larger P-E
Ratio may suggest a level of confidence from the company’s investors. This could also indicate
that a stock may be overpriced. On the other hand, a smaller P-E Ratio may suggest less
confidence from the overall investment market, but it could also signify growth potential.
Investors want to maximize their returns and there is much more room for growth with a lower
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P-E Ratio, though there is slightly more risk involved. In general, a lower P-E Ratio is more
desirable.
Both Capri and Ralph Lauren’s P-E Ratios are not in great shape right now. Now, both
companies are operating at a net loss, therefore their ratios represent Price-Loss. Capri had P-L
Ratios of 7.9 and 122.4 in 2020 and 2021, respectively. Ralph Lauren had a P-E Ratio of 13.4 in
2020 and a P-L Ratio of 74.0 in 2021. Reporting a Price-Loss Ratio is not an immediately bad
sign. During business, there is constant eb and flow, so companies may be at a loss at points.
However, it is concerning that Capri has a P-L Ratio in both of its most recent fiscal years.
Especially, when compared to Ralph Lauren who was profitable in the first year of Capri’s net
loss. Not only has Capri remained having a Price-Loss Ratio, rather than a Price-Earnings Ratio,
but the magnitude of this ratio has also increased. For this reason, I have graded Capri a 1.5 in
terms of Price-Earnings Ratio.
2.11 Book Value per Share (Grade 3.3)
Capri’s book value per share was $14.45 in 2020 and $14.28 in 2021. For Ralph Lauren,
book value per share was $37.40 in 2020 and $35.67 in 2021. In general, a higher book value per
share is desirable because it means there is less investment risk. Both Capri and Ralph Lauren
had decreases in the book values per share over their two most recent fiscal years. This is not
ideal, but it is also not a huge problem, since they were not drastic changes. This is especially
true given the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. Given that Capri’s book value declined by
less than Ralph Lauren’s did, I graded them a 3.3 in this area.
2.12 Book Value per Share/Market Value (Grade: 3.2)
Capri had a drastic change in their Book Value-Market Value between 2020 and 2021.
Ralph Lauren saw a change, but not as drastic a change. In 2020, Capri’s Book Value-Market
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Value was 123.85% and dropped to 28.47% in 2021. This was a drastic drop and is a bit
concerning. However, very large numbers in this area are more concerning as they can indicate a
loss of confidence by the investing public. It is likely that this was the case in 2020, and the
response was Capri’s Book Value-Market Value declining. I see this as a step in the right
direction because they went from an extreme level to a more realistic level. They are not quite
there yet, but they are on their way to recovery and regaining investors’ confidence. For this
reason, I gave Capri a 3.2 in this area.
2.13 Dividends per Common Share (Grade: 4.0)
Capri did not pay any dividends in 2020 or in 2021. In 2020, Ralph Lauren paid a
dividend of $2.75 per share and did not pay a dividend in 2020. Ideally, a company would be
profitable and be able to afford to pay dividends to their shareholders each year. However, the
fashion industry overall, is particularly volatile and revenues can easily be impacted, as
demonstrated by the outbreak of COVID-19. Profitability is not always feasible. This is
especially true since Capri has made two acquisitions in the past 5 years, so their debts are still
elevated. Given that Capri has not been profitable, it is a good thing, from a financial
perspective, that they did not pay any dividends. This is not great from an investor relations
perspective, because receiving dividends and gaining a return on investment is their goal.
However, Capri is remaining within their means from a dividend perspective and is on the track
towards profitability, meaning that they will hopefully be able to pay dividends in the future. For
these reasons, I graded Capri a 4.0 for dividends per common share.
2.14 Investment Productivity (Grade: 4.5)
In 2021, Capri’s investment productivity ratio was 3.3 and Ralph Lauren’s was 0.797.
Since investment productivity is a theoretical measure of the return a shareholder earned by
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investing in the company, a large or increasing number is desirable. I gave Capri a grade of 4.5
here. Since investment productivity is based on market price and dividends, Capri has a lot of
room for growth here. Given that their market price increased in 2021 and their price potential is
still about 91% higher than their most recent year end stock price, Capri’s investment
productivity ratio will likely continue to increase. Capri also has not been able to afford
dividends, but should they be able to in the future, their investment productivity will increase
even more. Ralph Lauren’s market price increased in 2021, but their price potential is lower than
their most recent year end stock price. This means that Ralph Lauren’s investment productivity
will likely decline, another reason why Capri appears to be better in this area.
2.15 Price Potential (Grade: 5.0)
Capri’s price potential for the 2022 fiscal year is $95.88. For Ralph Lauren, it is $101.71.
The share prices of Capri and Ralph Lauren at the end of fiscal year 2021 were $50.18 and
$122.16, respectively. Should Capri capitalize on their potential, they could stand to increase
their share price by nearly 91%. This is great on its own but is especially significant when
compared to Ralph Lauren whose share price at the end of fiscal year 2021 was higher than their
price potential for 2022. For this reason, I have given Capri a 5.0 for price potential.
2.16 Beta (Grade: 3.3)
Beta is a measure of volatility and risk associated with an investment as compared to the
market. A beta of 1 means a stock is perfectly aligned with the market, a beta less than 1 means a
stock is less volatile than the market, whereas a beta greater than 1 means a stock is more volatile
than the market. Capri’s beta in 2021 is 2.51 and Ralph Lauren’s is 1.51. Despite being riskier
than Ralph Lauren, I graded Capri’s beta at a 3.3. As a result of there being more risk, the upside
potential associated with investing in Capri’s stock is greater than that of Ralph Lauren. This is
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especially true as Capri’s price potential is attainable, unlike Ralph Lauren’s, as mentioned in the
previous section.
3. Debt Management
3.1 Introduction
This section will look at ratios assessing Capri’s Debt Management. The different ratios
will account for both short- and long-term debt, as well as current and noncurrent assets. Debt
management is an integral part of a company’s financial health. The overall goal of Debt
Management is to achieve optimum financial leverage without losing control of the company to
creditors. I will explore Capri’s debt practices and investigate the impacts they have on the
company’s financial ratios.
3.2 Current Debt to Total Debt (Grade: 1.5)
A company’s current to total debt ratio can indicate a lot about its future financial health.
Capri’s current to total debt ratio increased from 24.2% in 2020 to 30.4% in 2021 while Ralph
Lauren’s decreased from 45.6% in 2020 to 30.0% in 2021. In general, it is better for this ratio to
be lower and as such a rising ratio is undesirable. This could mean a company is using the “credit
card strategy” and indirectly using short-term funds to pay for long-term assets, which is
dangerous. While Capri’s ratio increased, it did not increase drastically and is still in the same
range as Ralph Lauren. For this reason, I graded Capri a 1.5 in this area. Capri could improve
this by issuing less short-term and more long-term securities.
3.3 Total Debt to Total Assets (Grade: 3.3)
In 2021, Capri’s Total Debt to Total Assets decreased from 72.7% to 71.2%. Ralph
Lauren’s Total Debt to Total Assets increased from 63.0% to 67%. This ratio indicates the
degree to which the company relies on creditors to support its operations. Too high of a reliance
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on creditors for funding means less control of the company which is a bad thing. I graded Capri a
3.3 in this area. Capri’s percentage decreased in 2021, meaning that their reliance on creditors
decreased, which is good, especially compared to Ralph Lauren whose reliance on creditors
increased. Capri is moving in the right direction with this percentage decreasing, as they are
becoming less reliant on creditors to support their business.
3.4 Current Assets to Total Assets (Grade: 2.5)
Capri’s Current Assets to Total Assets ratio decreased slightly from 23.8% in 2020 to
20.7% in 2021. Ralph Lauren’s increase from 46.4% in 2020 to 53.3% in 2021. Neither an
increase nor a decrease is specifically desirable in this area, it varies based on strategy. I graded
Capri a 2.5 in this area. The change they saw was not drastic, so it is not overly alarming, though
it does signify a slight loss of financial flexibility. This is more concerning compared to Ralph
Lauren seeing an increase in financial flexibility via an increase in this ratio. If Capri were to
focus on increasing their current assets, this ratio will improve.
3.5 Earnings to Imputed Interest Expense (Grade: 3.3)
Earnings to imputed interest expense is a measure of a firm’s ability to cover its debt
carrying costs and an increasing number is usually desirable. Capri’s earnings to imputed interest
expense increased from a loss to imputed interest expense of 2.0 to earnings to imputed interest
expense of 1.1. Ralph Lauren’s decreased from 6.9 in 2020 to a loss to imputed interest expense
of 0.2 in 2021. Capri’s increase in this area was not huge, but it is still headed in the right
direction. This is especially true since Ralph Lauren is moving in the opposite direction. For this
reason, I have graded Capri a 3.3. To improve in this area, Capri should focus on increasing
earnings, which would thereby increase this ratio.
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3.6 Current Cash Coverage Ratio (Grade: 1.5)
Both Capri and Ralph Lauren saw decreases in their current cash coverage ratios from
2020 to 2021. Capri’s went from 61.3% in 2020 to 38.5% in 2021, while Ralph Lauren’s went
from 36.1% in 2020 to 24.0% in 2021. This ratio assesses the ability of a firm to generate enough
cash from operations to cover their debts. An increasing number is desirable, as it is preferred to
have more cash than you need to pay off your debts. It is bad that both companies saw a decline
in this area, but it is even worse that Capri saw such a drastic drop. Because of this, I gave Capri
a 1.5. For Capri to improve in this area they could focus increasing their cash, potentially by
increasing sales and revenue.
3.7 Average Payment Period (Grade: 1.6)
Both Capri and Ralph Lauren saw drastic increases in the average days it takes to make
payments. A lower number of days is desirable, so they both took steps in the wrong direction.
Capri went from an average payment period of 33 days in 2020 to an average payment period of
67 days in 2021, while Ralph Lauren went from 17 days to 41 days. I gave Capri a 1.6 in this
area. They could increase significantly by increasing their cash.
3.8 Total Debt to Equity (Grade: 2.5)
Capri and Ralph Lauren seem to take on a sizable amount of debt. Capri’s total debt to
equity ratio decreased from 266.5% in 2020 to 246.8% in 2021. Ralph Lauren’s total debt to
equity ratio increased from 170.3% in 2020 to 202.9% in 2021. It is beneficial that Capri’s debt
to equity is decreasing, rather than increase like Ralph Lauren. However, both companies seem
to operate with very high levels of debt. More specifically, they seem to take on significantly
more debt than they do equity, which can be risky. I graded Capri a 2.5 for total debt to equity.
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Capri’s decrease in 2021 is a step in the right direction, but a more substantial decrease is needed
to improve their overall debt to equity position.
4. Cash Management
4.1 Introduction
This section explores Cash Management, the third element of the Financial Four. There
are many advantages of cash which are often missed. Companies tend to look at cash as less
valuable than other assets because it yields a lower return. Cash can be used to fund internal
needs rather than being saved as profits, which is sometimes beneficial. Firms need sufficient
cash to meet current obligations but having too little or too much cash can be a bad strategy.
Capri tends not to hold a ton of cash and throughout this section I will explore the implications of
this.
4.2 Working Capital/Total Revenue (Grade: 1.0)
The working capital to total revenue ratio assesses the net liquid assets available to
management as a percentage of revenue. An increasing ratio is desirable from this perspective,
especially when compared to the benchmark. Capri’s ratio declined by 10.7% from 2020 to
2021. This is made even worse by the fact that Ralph Lauren’s ratio increased by 38.8% in 2021.
This is largely because Capri has significantly less in terms of current assets than Ralph Lauren,
despite similar levels of revenue. For this reason, I gave Capri a grade of 1.0 in this category. To
improve in this area, Capri should focus on increasing their current assets. More specifically, it
would be beneficial to purchase short-term investments.
4.3 Current Ratio (Grade: 1.0)
Capri’s lack of current assets compared to Ralph Lauren also puts them in a bad spot in
terms of current ratio. This ratio is typically used to measure a company’s ability to pay its bills
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as they are currently coming due. It also assesses the company’s risk of insolvency. For this
reason, an increasing current ratio is desirable and a ratio of less than one is strongly undesirable.
Capri’s current ratio fell below 1 in 2021, from 1.352 to 0.954. Ralph Lauren’s current ratio
increased from 1.613 in 2020 to 2.655 in 2021. Capri’s current ratio is in bad shape for multiple
reasons. First, their current ratio declined, which is undesirable. Not only did it decline, but it fell
below 1, making it strongly undesirable. This is worsened by the fact that not only is the
benchmark above 1, but it is also increasing. For these reasons I gave Capri a 1.0 for current
ratio. To improve, Capri once again needs to focus on increasing current assets, potentially
through short-term investments.
4.4 Quick Ratio (Grade: 1.0)
The quick ratio is very similar to the current ratio except it is a tighter measure of
liquidity. It achieves this via removing inventory and several other current assets from the
computation. An increasing percentage is once again desirable, especially when compared to the
benchmark. Ralph Lauren is again in a better position than Capri in terms of Quick Ratio. I
graded Capri a 1.0 for quick ratio. Capri’s quick ratio declined, from 0.8 in 2020 to 0.5 in 2021,
while Ralph Lauren’s increased, from 1.2 in 2020 to 2.1 in 2021. It is undesirable that Capri’s
ratio declined, especially because the benchmarks increased. The benchmark’s ratio is
significantly higher than Capri’s, so Capri has some work to do in this area. It is once again
important that Capri expand their current assets to improve.
4.5 Cash Emphasis (Grade: 2.0)
Cash Emphasis is a measure of the relative importance the TMT places on cash. It is the
percentage of total assets committed to cash assets. Increases of less than 25% are desirable from
this perspective. Capri’s cash emphasis decreased from 7.5% in 2020 to 3.1% in 2021, while
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Ralph Lauren’s increased from 22.3% in 2020 to 32.7% in 2021. Neither Capri nor Ralph Lauren
saw modest changes in 2021, so neither situation is particularly desirable. However, the fact that
Capri’s cash emphasis decreased in somewhat concerning. There are certainly reasons for this
decline, one of the largest ones being the impacts of COVID-19. COVID-19 impacted the luxury
fashion industry in extreme ways, causing businesses to get creative. These impacts are likely
part of why Capri’s cash emphasis decreased. Overall, this was not a modest change, so it is not
ideal and for these reasons I gave Capri a 2.0 for Cash Emphasis.
5. Asset Management
5.1 Introduction
Asset Management is the last piece of the Financial Four. It involves maintaining and
controlling the company’s noncash assets. This involves both current and noncurrent assets, with
overall positioning potentially impacting a firm’s operating costs or revenues. All in all, this can
significantly impact a company’s success. Throughout this section, I will explore Capri’s Asset
Management Strategies.
5.2 Revenue/Total Assets (Grade: 1.5)
Revenue to Total Assets highlights the number of currency units produced for each
currency unit of assets committed to the business. It is a measure of asset productivity or
utilization. As such, larger numbers indicate greater productivity, so an increasing number is
desirable. Both Capri and Ralph Lauren’s ratios decreased in 2021, so neither of them is in a
desirable position. Capri’s ratio went from 0.699 in 2020 to 0.543 in 2021, while Ralph Lauren’s
went from 0.846 in 2020 to 0.558 in 2021. Comparatively, Capri is in a better spot than Ralph
Lauren because their ratio declined by a smaller percentage than Ralph Lauren’s did. For this
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reason, I gave Capri a 1.5 in this area. The most effective way for Capri to improve is to focus on
increasing revenues, potentially by expanding Jimmy Choo and Versace’s accessories offerings.
5.3 Net Income to Total Assets (ROA) (Grade: 2.2)
Return on Assets is a measure of asset productivity that highlights how many currency
units of profits are produce per each currency unit of assets invested in the business. It is also
considered a productivity measure, thus the greater the number, the more effectively assets are
being used to generate profits, so an increasing number is desirable. Capri saw an increase in
2021, though they were still in a net loss for the year, like in 2020. Ralph Lauren saw a more
considerable decline, likely because they went from having a net income on 2020 to a net loss in
2021. Capri is not in a great position because of their net loss, but they are on the path to
returning to having a net income, which is not the case for Ralph Lauren. For these reasons, I
gave Capri a 2.2.
5.4 Average Collection Period (days) (Grade: 2.0)
Average collection period is the average length of time it takes to receive money from
customers following a sale. It is an important piece of cash flow strategies, and a decreasing
number is desirable. Both Capri and Ralph Lauren saw increases in 2021, though it is partly
attributable to the pandemic. This was unforeseen and out of companies’ control, so there is not
much they could have done. However, Capri’s increase, from 20 days in 2020 to 34 days in
2021, was less significant than Ralph Lauren’s increase, from 16 days in 2020 to 37 days in
2021. Since it was largely out of their hands and they are in slightly better shape than Ralph
Lauren, I graded Capri a 2.0 for average collection period.
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B. Qualitative Analysis
1. Section Introduction
Throughout this section, I will focus on the non-numerical aspects of Capri’s current
position. The two components of qualitative analysis are Organizational Citizenship and
Strategic Positioning. When combined with the Financial Four, you can see and analyze the full
picture of a company’s positioning. Organizational Citizenship refers to “a firm’s “people
sensitivity” and is a window into how the corporation views and relates to people and
communities” (Van Ness, 2021, p. 118). Whereas Strategic Positioning refers to a firm’s Vision
and Mission, Competitive Advantage, Environmental Adaptability, Innovation, and Plans and
Progress, and focuses on decisions and how they are made (Van Ness, 2021, p. 119). Throughout
this section, I will examine Capri from a slightly different perspective as before, trying to
uncover what happens deeper within the company.
2. Organizational Citizenship
As mentioned above, Organizational Citizenship largely provides information about a
firm’s people sensitivity and their perceptions. Organizational Citizenship’s main areas include
employees, customers, competitors, government, community, stockholders, communication, and
vendors. I will assign a grade for each component on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being the lowest and 5
being the highest, like in the previous sections.
2.1 Employee Relations (Grade: 3.5)
Employee relations are key to the success of any company. Employees are a company’s
most abundant resources. Happy and valued employees tend to be the best employees, allowing
for the greatest success for the company. This can be difficult for a company of the scale of
Capri. They have a wide range of employees, from production, to distribution, to retail sales, to
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corporate, each of which requires different techniques for cultivating and maintaining good
relations. Given their global scope and recent acquisitions, Capri’s employee situations are rather
complex. One of Capri’s main missions is Diversity and Inclusion, especially with relation to
their employees. They are focused on “building an inclusive space where all employees have the
opportunity to realize their full potential and excel, while contributing to our success in a
meaningful way” (Capri Holdings Limited, 2021, p. 15). Overall, Capri is doing a pretty good
job in terms of employee relations.
It is impossible for Capri to please everyone, but largely, employees are satisfied. More
specifically, it seems that corporate employees are happy and feel valued, while there are more
discrepancies in the retail areas of the company. However, in general, this type of a trend is
typically expected, as retail workers get paid less and deal directly with the consumer public,
which creates unique complexities.
While Capri has a TMT, each brand has its own management team, which is below the
overall TMT. As such, employees of each brand, are exposed to slightly different environments.
For Michael Kors, overall, employees feel the company could improve in terms of pay, creating
a sense of belonging, and trust in colleagues, while they are doing well in terms of having a
supportive environment, a clear sense of purpose, and employees being able to meet personal
goals (Indeed, n.d.). For Jimmy Choo, employees largely feel the company could improve in
terms of pay, creating a sense of belonging, and support from manager, while they are successful
in terms of having an inclusive work environment, a clear sense of purpose, and employees being
able to meet personal goals (Indeed, n.d.). For Versace, employees feel, overall, that there is
room for improvement with respect to support from manager, trust in colleagues, and having the
ability to learn new things (Indeed, n.d.). There is some variation, though it seems most of the
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complaints are similar and they are things Capri needs to consider. However, many of them are
common complaints across retail, no matter the industry.
Most employee complaints are from the retail area of the business and none of them are
major issues. So, all in all, Capri is doing okay in terms of employee relations. There are no class
action suits from employees against Capri, or any of their brands. There is no bad press about the
company’s treatment of its employees. Capri is committed to diversity and inclusion and seems
to be willing to put in the work to improve employee relations. For all the reasons mentioned
above, I have graded Capri a 3.5 in terms of employee relations.
2.2 Customer Relations (Grade: 2.6)
Customers are vital to any company involved in retail. As such, businesses need to
deliver what customers want to keep them happy so they will return. This is especially important
in the luxury segment. There are so many substitutes in this industry, that brands must keep on
top of customer trends and how to best meet their needs to be successful. Capri’s brands have
proven to have this ability.
Luxury customers tend to steer towards brand images in addition to products. Capri’s
customers understand the images associated with each of the brands and buy those products to
personify that image. Overall, Capri seems to have a good relationship with its customers.
According to a survey, “Employees put customers at the center of everything they do, listening
to them and prioritizing their needs” (MIT Sloan Management Review, n.d., p. 3). This shows
that Capri values its employees and wants to satisfy them. Most complaints tend to be in the
areas of customer service and product dissatisfaction, both of which are inevitable with retail.
There will always be customers that are not happy with a purchase, so there is not much that can
be done.
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However, an area for concern that can be addressed is an existing class action lawsuit
against Versace and Jimmy Choo. Capri prides itself on diversity and inclusion, on all levels.
This is not consistent with violating inclusion regulations. The lawsuit alleges that their stores
violate the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) (White, 2021). Specifically claiming “a lack
of wheelchair accessible tables” in the stores that “offer able-bodied people tables in lounge-like
settings to sit at while they shop” (White, 2021, p. 4). Capri needs to address and rectify this. It
should also be a sign for the company to look deeper and ensure that there are not any other
violations inconsistent with their values. For these reasons, I have graded Capri a 2.6 for
Customer Relations.
2.3 Competitor Relations (Grade: 3.5)
In the luxury fashion segment, brands tend to appeal to a specific clientele. The key
aspect of a luxury brand’s image is exclusivity and class. Companies are sought out; they do not
usually have to seek out customers. Customers search for a brand image that resonates with them
and supports the brand they find this with. As such, they do not usually promote their superiority
over other brands. If they were to do so, it would hinder their image and likely repel some
customers. Capri’s brands, and all others, tend to have a signature style, though they all follow
the trends and produce what customers want, each with their own flare. Customers buy the
products that they feel best meets the trend and embody the image they want to convey. Price
tends not to be a factor as well. Luxury customers want high-end things, no matter the price
companies are asking. So, price wars and conflicts of that nature tend not to exist between
competitors in this market.
Strategic partnerships have begun to take the shape of co-branding in the luxury market.
Co-branding is “when two separate brands join forces to build something extra-special together”
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(Romagnoli, 2020, p. 2). It allows brands to expand in such a lucrative market, while minimizing
expenditures and risks of failure. Capri has begun to venture into co-branding via Versace.
Versace and H&M created co-branded products which consumers jumped to get their hands on
(Romagnoli, 2020). The success of this venture improved Versace’s perception and increased its
accessibility. It also proved the ability of Capri to have success in co-branding, opening the door
to future opportunities.
Though Capri largely has good competitor relations, there is a current lawsuit against
Michael Kors for trademark infringement. New Balance, an athletic brand, with trademarks over
their signature “N,” is alleging that Michael Kors infringed on their trademarks. It is alleged that
Michael Kors “recently began selling its Pippin and Olympia sneaker styles using ‘a prominent
N design that is confusingly similar to the famous New Balance N Marks’” (Abel, 2021, p. 2).
New Balance has a long history, and a lot of their value comes from brand recognition associated
with their signature. This is not a good look for Michael Kors. From this perspective, Michael
Kors needs to be more careful to improve their competitor relations. For this reason and those
mentioned above, I have given Michael Kors a 3.5 for competitor relations.
2.4 Government Relations (Grade: 4.0)
Capri Holdings and the United States government seem to have a good relationship, or at
least not a bad one. Back in 2015, the federal government sued Michael Kors over “deceptive
price tags,” claiming they “used deceptive price tags at its outlet stores to fool shoppers into
believing they were getting big bargains” (Stempel, 2015, p. 1). More specifically, “retail prices
were artificial because the tagged products had been made exclusively for Michael Kors outlets,
and the London-based fashion house never intended to sell them at those prices” (Stempel, 2015,
p. 4). The case was settled with Michael Kors agreeing to change its practices and pay $4.88
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million. Versace and Jimmy Choo have also faced government lawsuits in the past but were all
prior to being acquired by Capri. In recent years, neither Capri, nor its brands, have been faced
with lawsuits or investigation from governmental agencies. It is beneficial that they have not
faced further lawsuits and shows that they listen to government input when it is given. There is
always room for improvement, as Capri does not outwardly have an excellent relationship with
the government. They also have not been received awards or been recognized for their business
practices, so Capri’s government relations are not exceptional. For these reasons, I have graded
Capri a 4.0 for government relations.
2.5 Community/Cultural Sensitivity and Relations (Grade: 4.5)
Philanthropy and community outreach have been at Capri’s core since back into the
Michael Kors days. Michael David Kors has always seen the importance of making an impact on
the community, both on business level and on a personal level. He has received been honored for
his philanthropy in addition to his fashion accolades. The Michael Kors brand has long been a
supporter of God’s Love We Deliver, a New York City based charity with a goal of delivering
nutritious meals to those with severe illnesses. Largely because of this, Capri has always been an
engaged community member. Each brand continues to make impacts on the specific
communities in which they are located.
Capri seems to be good at staying aware of community issues and stepping in where
needed. The COVID-19 pandemic is a great example of this. In April 2020, Capri’s brands came
together to donate $3 million in support of COVID-19 relief efforts. More specifically, Michael
Kors donated $2 million, $1 million of the brand’s funds and $1 million of personal funds from
Michael Kors, founder, and John D. Idol, CEO, to relief efforts in New York City, while Versace
donated $500,000 to local relief efforts in Milan, and Jimmy Choo donated $500,000 to local
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relief efforts in the United Kingdom (Bloomberg, 2020). This shows that Capri is willing to do
what it takes to help the community, and not only one of the communities in which it is based,
but rather all of them.
One of Capri’s main goals is “connecting the talents, energy, and success of our brands to
those in need around the world” (Capri Holdings Limited, 2022, p. 1). The company and its
executives recognize that they are in a privileged position, and they need to help those less
fortunate. An example of this is the Capri Holdings Foundation for the Advancement of
Diversity in Fashion. Capri formed this nonprofit and pledged $20 million in funding which
“enables the company to expand its efforts to advance equality and promote long-term change in
the fashion industry” (Business Wire, 2021, p. 2). Capri believes in making a difference and
enacting change rather than filling their own pockets. This does not go unnoticed. For these
reasons, I have graded Capri a 4.5 for Community/Cultural Sensitivity and Relations. I feel there
is always improvement to be made in terms of community outreach, which is why they did not
earn a 5.0.
2.6 Stockholder Relations (Grade: 3.8)
It has been a difficult past few years for Capri financially. They have had a net loss for at
least their last 2 fiscal years and as a result have not been able to pay dividends to their
stockholders. Despite this, there is not an overall feeling of discontentment of stockholders
towards the company, which is beneficial. In an ideal situation, Capri would be profitable and
pay dividends each year, but this has not been the case. However, they have been honest with
their shareholders throughout it all. This is made apparent via reading the company’s letters to
their stockholders, especially after having analyzed the company as deeply as I have thus far.
Capri acknowledged that business took a hit throughout the pandemic and mentioned how they
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have recovered so far and how they plan on continuing to expand in the future. They did not try
to hide information from their shareholders. As a result of the recovery mentioned in the letters,
Capri’s business has rebounded to a degree and after fiscal year 2021, they are heading back
towards, hopefully, returning to profitability, and hopefully dividends and/or returns for
investors. In the meantime, their stock price has increased, thereby increasing the value of
shareholders’ investments. All in all, Capri has some room for improvement, but as of now, I
graded Capri a 3.8 for stockholder relations.
2.7 Communication with the Public (Grade: 3.3)
Communication with the public is important both when things are going well and when
things are not. Quite frankly, it is sometimes more significant if a company is transparent when
something goes wrong than when it goes right. Capri appears to be very good about
communicating successes and positive things that happen. Capri continually sends press releases
when milestones happen, both news releases and financial releases, all of which are available on
their website. They also are not afraid to speak about issues they value, exhibited via their Capri
Holdings Foundation for the Advancement of Diversity in Fashion. They release an Annual
Corporate Responsibility Report, highlighting issues they deem important and how they will be
accounted for in the short-term and the long-term. It is obvious that Capri is good with
communicating what is beneficial to the company.
There is not quite as much evidence of transparency of failures or mishaps as there is for
successes. It is not nonexistent, as Capri unfortunately has had to apologize in the past, there is
just not as much evidence. An example of this is Versace having to apologize back in 2019.
They, along with Gucci and Coach, apologized to China after “producing T-shirts that were
regarded to have undermined the country’s sovereignty” (Paton, 2019, p. 9). While it is not good
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for Versace, or Capri, that this happened, it helps their image to apologize. It is good to see that
Capri has communicated with the public in this regard, but there are not as many occurrences,
relative to the number of times they shared good news. This a place where Capri could improve.
For this reason, I have graded Capri a 3.3 for Communication with the public.
2.8 Vendor Relations (Grade: 3.2)
Suppliers and creditors, the two types of vendors, are key pieces of any business. Without
suppliers, a company cannot provide the products that customers demand. Without creditors,
businesses do not have funding for all their operations.
From a supplier perspective, Capri operates using a clear and defined system. Being
associated with Capri is beneficial to suppliers. Capri’s supplier system is somewhat risky and
places a heavy weight on maintaining supplier relationships. Throughout much of Capri’s
production processes, it relies heavily on third-party contractors. However, Capri has no formal
contract with said manufacturers. A limited supplier code of conduct, emphasizing mutual
respect, is all a supplier must be held to. This code, however, upholds Capri’s values and beliefs
in areas such as wages, health and safety, discrimination, the environment, and many more.
Because of this it is important to Capri to maintain relationships with suppliers. Though there is
no formal contract, Capri is involved with suppliers throughout much of the production process,
to ensure the end products meet company product standards. In addition, largely due to recent
regulation, Capri now specifies the details of their entire supply chain. So, inconsistencies or
issues could likely be traced back to individual suppliers. Despite the risks, Capri seems to have
an efficient system that forges healthy relationships with suppliers.
From a creditor perspective, there are some concerns for Capri. For at least the two most
recent fiscal years, Capri has not been profitable. They have a current ratio of 0.954, which is not
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ideal, as it is below 1, and have only $232 million in cash. This means they run the risk of
insolvency, should they continue heading in this direction. It also means that Capri is highly
leveraged, so creditors hold most of their assets. However, Capri’s credit rating has increased
and is now BBB-, meaning that they are once again rated as investment grade (Fitch Ratings,
2021). This means that there is less default risk, relative to where they were. So, this is a sign of
improvement for Capri, potentially improving their creditor relations.
Overall, Capri has pretty good relations with their suppliers and is improving relations
with their creditors. Capri’s luxury status offers an advantage to suppliers, versus working with
other companies. Capri is highly leveraged, which is risky, but with their improvement in credit
rating, they are headed in the right direction. For these reasons, I have given Capri a 3.2 for
vendor relations.
3. Strategic Positioning
The final piece of the qualitative analysis is Strategic Positioning. This looks at how
management crafts, implements, and manages strategic plans. There are five areas of focus. They
are Vision and Mission, Competitive Advantage, Environment Adaptability, Innovation, and
Plans and Progress. I will assess Capri in each of these areas, once again assigning a score from 1
to 5, 1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest.
3.1 Vision and Mission (Grade: 2.5)
Capri holdings does not have overall vision and mission statements, rather they have an
overall company profile, with more detail being provided on each individual brand level. On a
brand level, Michael Kors and Jimmy Choo have clear and accessible mission statements,
whereas Versace’s is not quite as concise. Capri explicitly supports corporate social
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responsibility, in various aspects, and diversity and inclusion. Below are the company profile and
stance on corporate responsibility publicized by Capri:
Company Profile:
Capri Holdings Limited is a global fashion luxury group, consisting of iconic brands that
are industry leaders in design, style and craftsmanship. Our brands cover the full
spectrum of fashion luxury categories including women’s and men’s accessories,
footwear and apparel as well as wearable technology, watches, jewelry, eyewear and a
full line of fragrance products. The goal of our company is to continue to extend the
global reach of our brands while ensuring that they maintain their independence and
exclusive DNA. Capri Holdings Limited is publicly listed on the New York Stock
Exchange under the ticker CPRI. (Capri Holdings Limited, 2022, p. 2)

Corporate Responsibility Position:
Capri Holdings is proud to drive positive environmental and social change within our
organization and our world. Versace, Jimmy Choo and Michael Kors are three iconic and
distinct brands. Together they represent a company founded on talent, innovation and
celebration of the individual. We recognize that as our company grows, so do our
responsibilities, and welcome the opportunity to do more. We believe that sound
environmental and social policies are both ethically correct and fiscally responsible. To
that end, we are committed to improving the way we work in order to better the world in
which we live. (Capri Holdings Limited, 2022, p. 2)
It is not ideal that Capri does not have explicitly outlined vision and mission statements.
However, there are elements of their company profile and corporate social responsibility position
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that seem to hit on those points. To me, it seems that the vision is represented by “The goal of
our company is to continue to extend the global reach of our brands while ensuring that they
maintain their independence and exclusive DNA” (Capri Holdings Limited, 2022, p. 2). This
conveys Capri’s goal, thereby conveying what they want to be. Capri’s mission appears to be
presented via both sections, combining to highlight their values. The corporate responsibility
section hits on this where it mentions “Versace, Jimmy Choo and Michael Kors are three iconic
and distinct brands. Together they represent a company founded on talent, innovation, and
celebration of the individual” (Capri Holdings Limited, 2022, p. 2). This conveys the core
principles of Capri that influence each brand. The corporate profile piece comes into play to
establish the aspect of what Capri does. It does this through saying “Capri Holdings Limited is a
global fashion luxury group, consisting of iconic brands that are industry leaders in design, style,
and craftsmanship. Our brands cover the full spectrum of fashion luxury categories including
women’s and men’s accessories, footwear and apparel as well as wearable technology, watches,
jewelry, eyewear and a full line of fragrance products” (Capri Holdings, 2021, p. 38). This
further solidifies Capri’s mission, building on what is mentioned in the social responsibility
section. Though, it is not ideal that it was not expressed together, in one concise section.
Capri’s vision and mission statements are not very clear and are difficult to identify. It
would be beneficial for them to solidify and explicitly state their vision and mission statements.
Without this, it is difficult to grasp what exactly makes Capri unique and what it stands for. For
this reason, I have graded capri a 2.5 for vision and mission.
3.2 Competitive Advantage (Grade: 3.8)
Competitive Advantage is difficult to obtain in the luxury fashion market but is the key to
success. Capri has put a lot of focus on gaining and improving competitive advantage. Given that
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luxury customers look for brands with images they want to personify, a company’s values tend to
differentiate them more than their products. Competitors in this area pretty much all offer the
same, or similar, things with only minor differences. Capri has taken steps to maximize their
competitive edge.
The mere structure of Capri is an advantage they have over competitors. They have
expanded from just Michael Kors to Capri via adding Jimmy Choo and then Versace. Because of
these acquisitions, Capri is centered on “founder-led design teams are supported by our senior
management team with extensive experience across a broad range of disciplines in the retail
industry” (Capri Holdings, 2021, p. 8). This is an advantage of Capri’s over competitors. They
have three key resources on their side in each brand’s founder. They know what it takes to build
a successful brand, each in their own niche, and their combined efforts provide monumental
potential. Most of Capri’s competitors do not have this to offer. This differentiation has also
expanded Capri’s product offerings and increased their potential customer base. Michael Kors
tends to be more of an “accessible luxury” brand with a wide range of products, covering
everything from accessories to footwear to apparel to handbags. Thereby, covering the entire
span of the “lower-level” of the luxury market. Jimmy Choo and Versace combine to cover the
same broad span, just on the “higher-level” of the luxury market.
Capri has done a great job in terms of differentiating themselves from competitors thus
far. It interesting to think of what they may do in the future, as their combination is still relatively
recent. They have yet to maximize the potential of all three brands and once they do so their
success will only increase. Should they begin to launch collaborations between brands, or other
exclusive items, they would only expand their competitive advantage. The luxury market is
difficult however, since it is very volatile and saturated. Should Capri leverage their unique
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resources, they will only improve their competitive advantage, but as of now, I have graded them
as a 3.8.
3.3 General Environment (Grade: 3.8)
Capri is very good at following trends and delivering what customers are looking for. The
luxury fashion market is diverse from a consumer demographic perspective. There are five main
types of consumers, all of which require slightly different marketing strategies. Capri has the
capabilities to reach all of them, they just need to focus on including and celebrating diversity,
which is one of their core values. They have also proven that they can adapt to environmental
changes outside of their control. A prime example of this is the increase in desire for
sustainability. Knowledge of the importance of sustainability has been acquired by nearly
everyone across the globe. It has become something that consumers value and search for, as well
as something that companies are aware of and try to implement into both their products and their
operations. Capri has recognized this and has pledged to become more sustainable. Both in terms
of how their business operates and the materials and packaging products that deliver the end
goods received by customers. Much of this is attributable to technological changes. The
advanced technology we have today, enables Capri and other businesses, to be more eco-friendly
in their practices.
Technology also comes into play in terms of e-commerce. With the rise in technology, ecommerce has grown significantly in all areas. In terms of luxury fashion, e-commerce did not
play a significant role until the outbreak of the pandemic. With stores having to close, Capri, and
other brands, had to get creative to continuing making sales. Capri was able to leverage
technology and shift to mostly e-commerce during lockdown. This has remained, and likely will
continue to, as a significant segment of the luxury fashion market. During this time however,
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there was an economic downturn, so sales were slow. This is an example of an economic factor
that was out of Capri’s control. As people began turning to e-commerce for “Retail Therapy,”
Capri was able to recoup some of their lost revenue.
Political and legal factors do not have a huge impact on Capri’s direct operations. The
main area of concern is that Capri is a British Virgin Islands company and the bulk of their
revenues come from Europe and the Americas. So, they need to watch out for legal differences
and ensure they do not cause issues. Their global scope comes into play in terms of politics since
conflicts sometimes arise between nations, but there is nothing Capri can really do about this.
All in all, Capri is in pretty good shape from a general environment perspective. For this
reason, I have graded Capri a 3.8 for general environment. Should they leverage technology
more, incorporating more innovation into their products and offerings, they would improve their
score.
3.4 Innovation (Grade: 2.8)
Capri is not known for innovation. They release new collections each year and design
products that follow the trends, but they never seem to do anything revolutionary. This is bad,
especially when compared to competitors like LVMH and Burberry. LVMH, for example,
formed a partnership with Microsoft and a blockchain firm to develop a blockchain system to be
used for authenticating their luxury products. While Burberry worked with Apple to create an
exclusive chat service (Stratten, 2021). Capri has not come out with anything like this. They have
not even explored the possibility of something similar. Capri has continued to not invest in
research and development. They do have some patents, which could be seen as innovation, but
most fashion manufacturers and designers have patents, so it is not extraordinary. If they want to
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stand out, Capri needs to get serious about innovation, investing in research and development.
For these reasons I have graded Capri a 2.8 for innovation.
3.5 Plans and Progress (Grade: 4.5)
Capri has soared over the past decade since going public. Michael Kors came to market
in 2011 at an IPO price of $20 per share and flourished reaching a point of success where the
company was ready to expand. They began this by acquiring Jimmy Choo for roughly $1.35
billion in July 2017. They continued their expansion plans by acquiring Versace for roughly
$2.12 billion in December 2018. Following this acquisition came a rebranding, with the fashion
company becoming known as Capri Holdings Limited. With this change, came clear cut plans
for long term growth, leveraging the unique resources the combination provided them with.
However, roughly a year later, came the COVID-19 pandemic, which was an unexpected
hit to much of the retail world. Revenues declined as a result, which was unfortunate for Capri
since they were still repaying debt from their acquisitions. The worldwide lockdown forced
Capri to get creative and focused more resources on e-commerce. This allowed Capri to recoup
some of their lost revenues in a manner that had previously been less preferred for their specific
market. Online shopping rose as customers looked to engage retail therapy. It seems to have left
a lasting impact on luxury fashion and will likely see an increased presence in the future. Despite
recovering some of their revenues, the loss of revenue and continuation of expenses left Capri in
a net loss for fiscal years 2020 and 2021. However, things seem to be heading in a positive
direction. Their net loss has nearly disappeared, and they are on track to return to having a net
income. Capri has continued to be successful since their 2021 fiscal year end in March and
currently their stock price is currently around $65 per share.
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Capri still has long term plans in place to continue to grow. They are looking to
maximize the profits and potential of the Versace and Jimmy Choo houses, which currently are
not pulling their weight, relative to Michael Kors. In recent years, accessories have been the most
profitable segment of the market, so they plan on expanding the accessories divisions of Jimmy
Choo and Versace. All in all, Capri is in a pretty good place in terms of plans and progress, so I
have graded them a 4.5. There is still some room to improve, which is why I have not given them
a 5.0.
III. Conclusion
A. Wrap-Up
1. Company Profile
Capri Holdings is a global fashion luxury group. They own 3 leading brands, Michael
Kors, Jimmy Choo, and Versace. They cover the full spectrum of luxury fashion and accessories
products. It began as Michael Kors, which was initially founded by its namesake in 1981, and
has had its highs and lows since then. The company went public as Michael Kors Holdings
Limited in 2011 and has grown since then, acquiring Jimmy Choo in 2017 and Versace in 2018.
Their powerful 3 fashion house system has yet to reach its full potential but is on a path to great
success.
2. General Environment
A company’s general environment provides key insight into how they handle outside
forces. This is crucial, as it can make or break a company. The five factors of the general
environment are sociocultural, demographic, economic, technological, and political/legal factors.
Largely, Capri seems to do a good job when it comes to their general environment and reacting
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to change. Economic factors pose great risks for Capri since the industry tends to rise and fall
with GDP. However, Capri has proven their adaptability in the face of threats and obstacles.
3. Industry Overview
Capri is in the luxury fashion industry which is saturated and extremely volatile.
Competitors all offer similar products and most differentiation comes from brand image. This
market is unique and so are their consumers. Consumers are drawn to brands with strong images
that mirror their personal beliefs, so it is pivotal to success that brands promote what they stand
for. Differentiation is key to success in the global luxury fashion market. The industry took a hit
because of the pandemic, falling nearly 23% in 2020 (D'Arpizio & Levato, 2020). But the
industry adapted and is rebounding. It has an estimated current compound annual growth rate of
5.66% and a full recovery is expected in the coming years (Yahoo Finance, 2021).
4. Quantitative Analysis
The quantitative analysis of Capri is centered on the Financial Four. This includes Profit,
Equity, and Share Value Management, Debt Management, Cash Management, and Asset
Management. Within the analysis of each piece are financial ratios for comparison of Capri
against the benchmark. This analysis involved grading Capri on various criteria, each based on a
1 to 5 scale, with 1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest. Overall, Capri received a grade of
2.305.
4.1 Profit, Equity, & Share Value Management
A company’s profit, equity, and share value management are the direct results of TMT
strategy. They are tied to a company’s ability to produce above average returns and achieve
competitive advantage. This goal of profitability is key for reasons such as attractiveness to
investors. Throughout this section, I analyzed various ratios ranging from Revenue Productivity
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to Beta. The average grade I assigned to Capri for this section was 3.42, but Should Capri focus
on improving their profitability, especially in terms of tapping into the potential of Versace and
Jimmy Choo, their score will only increase in this area. Overall, Capri is in decent shape in this
area, but there is room to grow.
4.2 Debt Management
Debt Management deals with striving to achieve an optimal level of financial leverage
without surrendering control to creditors. As such, it is a key indicator of a firm’s financial
health. This analysis involves both short- and long-term debt and current and noncurrent assets,
as related to a company’s financial needs. Throughout this section I assessed various ratios,
ranging from Current Debt to Total Debt, Capri needs to put in some work in terms of debt.
Their overall reliance on creditors for funding decreased from 2020 to 2021, but it is still
relatively high, so they should focus on lowering this. In addition, Capri’s current assets are
relatively low, so they should try to increase this, potentially by investing more in short-term
investments rather than long-term investments.
4.3 Cash Management
Cash has many benefits that are often overlooked by companies. They tend to see it as
less valuable since it yields a lower return. But cash can also be used to fund internal needs. Cash
Management is a balancing act, as having too much or too little cash can put you in a risky
situation. Throughout this section I considered ratios ranging from Working Capital to Total
Revenue to Cash Emphasis. Capri is not in good shape from a cash perspective. Their current
ratio is 0.954, meaning they are at risk of insolvency. They do not have a lot of cash on hand,
especially given that they had nearly twice the amount of cash on hand at the end of 2020 that
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they did in 2021. Capri could improve if they focus on increasing their current assets, especially
cash and short-term investments, which would improve ratios such as their current ratio.
4.4 Asset Management
Asset Management involves control over a company’s noncash assets, both current and
noncurrent. This covers the levels of assets like Accounts Receivable, Inventory, and Equipment.
A company’s overall positioning from this standpoint can impact profitability. I analyzed this
area based on ratios ranging from Revenue to Total Assets to Average Collection Period. Capri
can improve this by increasing their current assets, increasing their revenues, and focusing on
trying to move inventory quicker.
5. Qualitative Analysis
The Qualitative Analysis was focused on two factors, Organizational Citizenship and
Strategic Positioning. After doing research, I assigned grades to these areas based on multiple
criteria. These grades were again on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the lowest and 5 being the
highest. I gave Capri a grade of 3.545 overall for their qualitative factors.
5.1 Organizational Citizenship
Organizational Citizenship deals with information regarding a firm’s people sensitivity.
Research on this area involved assessing the firm’s relations with various parties, such as
employees, customers, and competitors, though there are 11 areas in total. Overall, Capri is in a
pretty good position in terms of Organizational Citizenship, but there is always room for
improvement. One way to improve is paying off debt, thereby improving relations with creditors,
and stockholders too because the firm will become less leveraged. Another method of
improvement is focusing on their outlined corporate responsibility initiatives. Should they begin
to see and communicate successes with their planned actions, especially relating to sustainability,
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they will improve their position with relation to various factors, such as customer, environment,
and cultural/community relations.
5.2 Strategic Positioning
Strategic positioning dives into how management crafts, implements, and manages
strategic plans. The five key areas of strategic positioning are Vision and Mission, Competitive
Advantage, Environment Adaptability, Innovation, and Plans and Progress. Overall, Capri has
some work to do here, especially in terms of Vision and Mission and Innovation. Their vision
and mission are neither explicitly stated nor easily accessible. Capri needs to change this. In
terms of innovation, Capri really needs to step it up. Now is the time for them to leverage
available technology and create something that will make the company stand out to consumers.
5.3 Long Term Growth Perspective
Capri has a bright future ahead from a growth perspective. The company has expanded a
lot since going public in 2011 and has yet to reach its full potential. Each of Capri’s brands have
strong reputations as industry leaders and customers who seek out their products. Capri’s social
initiatives will only continue to strengthen the brands’ images. Capri is attuned to the desires of
consumers and wants to tap into these opportunities. They recognize that accessories have been
the most profitable product segment and striving towards expanding profitability of Jimmy Choo
and Versace by entering this area. Capri’s three fashion house system is a rare asset that they
must use to their advantage. If Capri were to begin innovating, they will gain even more of a
competitive edge and open the door to even more opportunities for success. They have shown
that they can recover from outside obstacles, particularly through their response to the effects of
COVID-19. Despite having a net loss in each of their two most recent fiscal years, Capri is on a
path towards returning to having a net income and tapping into their vast potential. Capri has
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proven themselves to be a diligent fighter in the luxury fashion market and they have a bright
future ahead of them.
5.4 Problems and Solutions
One of Capri’s biggest problem areas is cash management, which is related to their asset
management issues. Capri’s quick ratio decreased from 0.8 in 2020 to 0.5 in 2021, neither of
which is good. Both a decreasing ratio and a ratio less than 1 are not desirable because it means
they have less cash on hand than their current liabilities require. Capri’s ratio decreasing means
that their cash levels are decreasing, thereby leaving them with less funds to cover their current
liabilities. This leaves them at risk of insolvency. Capri’s reliance on creditors for financing has
decreased, and hopefully will continue to, which would mean they would require less cash to
cover them. This would be beneficial from both perspectives. To rectify the issues, Capri should
focus on increasing current assets, potentially by focusing less on long term investments and
more on short-term investments, which would provide cash more frequently. Another important
solution is revenue growth, for which Capri already has plans drawn out.
From a debt management perspective, Capri also has some work to do. They seem to take
on a sizeable amount of debt, as does the benchmark. Particularly, Capri’s total debt to equity
ratio puts them in a bad position. This provides information about the percent of the company
controlled by creditors relative to that of shareholders. The more control creditors have, the more
leveraged a company is. While Capri’s debt to equity ratio decreased from 2020 to 2021, it is
still a problem. In 2020, Capri had a total debt to equity ratio of 266.5%, which decreased to
246.8% in 2021. These percentages are very high. This means that Capri is highly leveraged and
as a result, creditors have more control over the company than shareholders do. This poses a risk
of management losing control to creditors, which not only puts Capri in jeopardy, but it also adds
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risk to shareholders’ investments. Capri needs to work on this. It is understandable that they have
debt given their recent acquisitions, but it is not an excuse. They have made some progress, but
not enough. To lower this ratio, Capri needs to focus heavily on paying off debt. Revenue growth
would provide Capri with more cash to be able to do so.
The last problem area for Capri is innovation. They have yet to show a desire for product
innovation. They keep with trends and constantly meet consumer demands but have yet to go
above and beyond. This lack of innovation puts them at risk for the future, given that many of
their competitors have begun to innovate. If they want to maximize their potential, they need to
make themselves stand out. Innovation is how to accomplish this. Capri has yet to invest in
research and development towards cutting edge products. Now is the time for this. Capri needs to
start brainstorming ways to make their products stand out. They also need to begin allocating
resources towards funding the exploration and development of these ideas.
B. Summary Assessment
This analysis has uncovered risks associated with investing in Capri, but I feel the
potential reward outweighs these risks. Capri has proven their adaptability and endurance
through their response to the COVID-19 Pandemic. Their revenues certainly took a hit, but Capri
was not at fault for this hit. The entire industry took a hit. Capri pivoted and they were able to
recoup some of the loss, which shows great strength. Their recent acquisitions of Jimmy Choo
Versace have molded Capri into a force to be reckoned with. Each brand has a stellar reputation
to which customers are drawn. They have not been able to tap into the full potential of the new
trio of brands just yet but have plans to accomplish this. With their planned expansion of Jimmy
Choo and Versace’s accessories offerings, their revenue growth potential is immense. This,
coupled with the reliable revenue stream of Michael Kors sets Capri up for immeasurable
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success. Capri’s beta, 2.51, conveys a rather high level of risk, especially when compared to the
benchmark’s beta of 1.51. Any investment in this industry is risky because the market is volatile.
But Capri’s recent moves have positioned them strongly in the market and opened them up to
opportunities for huge revenue growth. This means the upside potential of investing in Capri is
large, so they are a good investment. They have made great strides since going public and I’m
excited to see where the future takes Capri Holdings.
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Appendix
1.0 Supporting Graphs
1.1 Capri Holdings Financial Ratios
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1.2 Capri Holdings Qualitative Performance
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1.3 Investor Perspective

1.4 Total Debt to Total Assets
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2.0 Financial Statement Support
All financial statements used were retrieved from annual filings with the United States Securities
and Exchange Commission.
2.1 Target Company Financial Statements
Source: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. (2021). Form 10-K: Capri Holdings Limited
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1530721/000153072121000057/cpri20210327.htm
a. Capri Holdings Income Statement
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b. Capri Holdings Balance Sheet
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c. Capri Holdings Statement of Cash Flows
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2.2 Benchmark Company Financial Statements
Source: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. (2021). Form 10-K: Ralph Lauren
Corporation.https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1037038/000103703821000022/r
l-20210327.htm
a. Ralph Lauren Income Statement
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b. Ralph Lauren Balance Sheet
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c. Ralph Lauren Statement of Cash Flows
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